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This group talk is about an ongoing collaboration between SJSU's Animation and
Illustration program (AI) and Nimble Collective in California.
Nimble Collective’s is a start-up company in Silicon Valley. It was founded in 2014 by highprofle industry animators, with the goal to simplify the complex and costly process of
creating animation, for both professionals and amateur animators alike. They are building
a virtual collaborative animation platform that will empower animators to more easily work
together to create and distribute their ideas. With all production capabilities hosted in a
secure cloud environment, animators will be able to spend more time creating instead of
worrying about the endless hassles of managing complex and costly infrastructure.
San Jose State University's Animation and Illustration Undergraduate program is part of
California's public higher education system, with approximately 460 animation students
and a very small annual budget. For many years, the program was only able to fully
support two areas of animation production: visual development and 2D animation. In
recent years, the school developed additional tracks in 3D modeling and animation, but
soon realized that 3D animation offered more obstacles, especially for a public school with
a small budget: we didn't have resources to offer courses in rigging or lighting, and without
these two areas it was very hard to support students interested in producing 3D short
films. How to solve this problem?
SJSU has developed a relationship with Nimble Collective, aiming to explore these new
avenues for collaboration offered by the internet. We feel that companies like Nimble are
refining the potential for collaboration offered by the internet, by designing tools and
interface that are specific to animation. These platforms can be seen as a new learning
environment, in which students can produce short films not only with their own classmates,
but with other artists and students around the world. This dialogue with other cultures and
artists, opens great possibilities for our students. For SJSU's AI program, Nimble's
collaborative platform represents a viable solution for a problem that has prevented the
students to produce quality 3D animation short films. It truly represents a new learning
environment.
Recently, many animators are turning their attention to social media, cloud computing and
teleconferencing as a new way to collaborate with each other and make films. Internet
applications such as GoToMeeting, Skype, Google Hangout to name a few allow for new
types of collaborations between professionals. In addition, cloud technology allows for file
sharing and storage – making it easier for users to store and share huge volumes of DATA
on offsite server what we call cloud technology. Animation is a highly collaborative field,
and the internet offers new exciting avenues for collaboration. Some short films are
currently being produced in this new model, using the internet to connect artists from
different parts of the world. In California there are a couple of start-up companies whose

work centers in innovative ways to provide a single platform geared specifically to produce
animation, with the goal to enable independent artists to realize their artistic potential
through collaboration in the cloud, since mostly independent animators and filmmakers
usually don’t have access to the type of financial resources of a big studio. This is
important to the animation field because it enables the “small guy” to do unique, original
films, without the need to compromise their art to satisfy studio executives. Big studios
tend to produce films that will have solid financial return. In a multi-million dollar
production, there’s less incentive to bet in new and original visual styles, stories, topics or
techniques. Artistic risk is avoided. It works pretty much like a factory, outputting one or
more blockbuster feature films a year.
SJSU faculty wants its students to take artistic risks, and to collaborate with artists all over
the world. The first project in the collaboration Nimble & SJSU was centered in the
production of the short film “Roadside Assistance”, created and directed by SJSU alumni
Kathy MacNeal. Another project in the works is “Drifting Island”, a 3D console game
developed with using Unreal, also benefiting from a collaboration with Nimble Collective,
and largely creating within Nimble's platform. In this talk we will relay our experience,
explore the potential of such internet platforms and cloud based collaborations, and
discuss its possibilities and possible pitfalls and problems.
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